ELEVATED POOLS
COMPETITION POOLS
THERAPY POOLS
PLUNGE POOLS
Creating a higher standard for pools
Bradford combines innovative design and precision engineering to create commercial and residential pools of sensational distinction and reliability to fit any environment. With pools in facilities and homes around the world, we are the leader in custom stainless steel pool fabrication. We continuously create reality out of our clients’ unique visions. Whether they’re designed for a luxurious resort, hotel, recreational facility, or home, Bradford pools are tailored to the individuality of any setting. State-of-the-art stainless steel construction and elegant tile finishes provide the lasting durability needed to prevent costly repairs and leak damage associated with concrete pools. With stainless steel being a 100% recyclable material, Bradford pools also contribute to environmentally responsible and sustainable design.

Front: Encore - Las Vegas, NV
Previous: Golden Nugget - Las Vegas, NV
Top Right: Residential Pool - Wilmington, NC
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25-Year Warranty
Built for strength, Bradford stainless steel pools give your project the quality and durability it deserves. Backed by our 25-year warranty, you can expect your stainless steel pool to last a lifetime.
Why Stainless Steel?

- Reduced Weight Loads
- Watertight Welded Integrity
- Precision Engineering

Weighing at least three times less than concrete vessels of similar size and maintaining watertight reliability, stainless steel pools are the perfect solution for rooftop applications. Our pools’ impressive strength-to-weight ratios can also reduce material cost for new construction. Bradford stainless steel pools offer first-class structural durability, longevity, and corrosion resistance. Bradford pools require less long-term maintenance and expensive repairs than other competitive construction materials, due to the highest quality 316L and 304 stainless steel used in fabrication. Bradford pools properly maintained will not delaminate, crack, peel, discolor, leak, or require renewing finishes over the lifespan of the vessel. Employing the use of leading-edge CAD engineering and CNC laser cutting, we deliver an unmatched level of precision to your pool installation project.

Previous: The Epic - Miami, FL
Top Right: Archstone Boston - Boston, MA
Right: Vdara - Las Vegas, NV

Study based on a 20’ x 40’x 4’ pool with the weights of joists, girders, columns, form material, rebar, and concrete accounted for. Study compared a concrete pool—formed using standard 8” thick walls and floors with the resulting pool's weight at approximately 180 lbs. per sq. ft.—to a fully ceramic tiled stainless steel pool with standard 10-gauge walls and 7-gauge floor. The stainless steel pool will weigh approximately 35 lbs. per sq. ft. Structural weight calculations are from The Engineering Company of Henderson, NV.
As leaders in stainless steel design, Bradford provides the perfect pool solution for projects with challenging environments, shorter installation times, and structural restrictions. With an unparalleled expertise in architecture, structural design, and material use, Bradford engineers collaborate with you to synchronize your unique vision with the building structure, weight restrictions, and aesthetics of each project setting. We have the experience you need to make your vision both a functional and aesthetically brilliant reality. We also match the synergy of lighting, landscaping, and architecture of each project environment with our exclusive pool designs to create an extraordinary experience that guests will never forget.

Distinct Finishes

Whether your style is traditional or contemporary, Bradford pools can be customized with an all-stainless finish, fully tiled finish, or a combination of both. Individualize the finish with a choice of stone, ceramic, or glass tile to give your pool its distinct look.
Elevated Pools

Bradford pools bring reliability and distinction to rooftop and elevated projects. With watertight welded fabrication, lightweight structural material, and decreased installation costs, our pools solve problems rooftop and elevated applications often face. Stainless steel pools offer an advantage over other typical aquatic construction in an elevated environment because they withstand the natural movement of buildings better than rigid concrete pools. Concrete often incurs more ongoing maintenance and repairs for leakage. A Bradford pool is at least three times lighter than a concrete pool. Our pools can arrive to the construction site fully assembled or they can be shipped in pre-fabricated sections for assembly. They can significantly reduce structural and installation costs and on-site construction time. Our designers work closely with architects, aquatic designers, landscape architects, and homeowners to create custom pools to optimize deck, rooftop, high-rise, and elevated environments.

Reach New Heights

Leading the construction industry in reliable, lightweight stainless steel fabrication, Bradford has created iconic resort amenities for high-rise buildings around the world. Pictured to the right, Bradford engineered and installed six cantilevered pools and hot tubs for the Palms Casino in Las Vegas, NV.
Bradford is the trusted provider of customized hydrotherapy pools to health care professionals. Our hydrotherapy pools play an integral part in physical therapy, rehabilitation, and sports medicine treatments. Additionally, the stainless steel finish makes our therapy vessels hygienic and easy to clean.

Combining expertise in stainless steel fabrication and the latest in aquatic technology, our competition pools provide a reliable, long-term alternative to typical competition pools. Bradford’s modular fabrication process allows for faster installation in the field, and the durable membrane liner provides added strength and flexibility to reduce maintenance costs.

Aligning with the growing movement toward improved personal health and wellness, Bradford plunge pools are designed for both recreational and therapeutic environments. Our plunge pools provide the benefit of heated and unheated hydrotherapy in the comfort of homes and resort spas.
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Right: The Wynn - Las Vegas, NV
Our Tradition

Since 1982, Bradford Products has been the leader in design and fabrication of pools, hot tubs, therapy pools, SwimSpas®, day spa thermal rooms, water features, and other custom specialty features. As the premier manufacturer and trusted experts in stainless steel fabrication, our world-class products are featured in facilities and homes throughout the United States and internationally.